In this study, we apply a clustering algorithm to ISCCP Cloud Optical Thickness - 
Introduction
To better understand the process by which the atmospheric circulation produces clouds, it is important to map the major cloud regimes and their variability and understand how they relate to the corresponding meteorological conditions. The availability of many detailed cloud and atmospheric property measurements that cover the whole globe for many years makes it possible to conduct such an evaluation in a statistically robust fashion, rather than for just a few cases studies. One approach to such an analysis defines atmospheric Weather States (WS) through the application of cluster analysis techniques to the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) Cloud Top Pressure --Optical Thickness (PC-TAU) joint histograms Tselioudis 2003, Rossow et al. 2005b ). The cloud-based WS have subsequently been used to study cloud-dynamical associations of radiation and precipitation variability (Jakob and Tselioudis 2003 , Jakob et al. 2005 , Rossow et al. 2005b , Mekonnen and Rossow 2011 , Haynes et al. 2011 , Oreopoulos and Rossow 2011 , Lee et al. 2013 , Rossow et al. 2013 and to evaluate cloud and radiation variability in climate model simulations (e.g., Williams and Tselioudis 2007, Williams and Webb 2009 ).
The cloud-based WS were first derived separately for the major climate zones, namely the tropical and midlatitude zones, because it was easier both to constrain the number of clusters needed to describe the cloud field and to interpret the resulting cloud structures with respect to the dynamic regime that creates a particular WS. However, it was obvious from the maps of WS distributions (e.g., Oreopoulos and Rossow 2011) that the derived weather states were not confined to the arbitrarily defined boundaries of these climate zones. Furthermore, such boundaries made it harder to examine variability of the weather states with respect to the physical processes that are producing it, as such processes can vary spatially and cross the boundaries of the climate zones. All this pointed to the need to derive weather states for the global domain.
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One major question regarding the WS that were derived using the ISCCP PC-TAU histograms has been the representativeness and the uniqueness of the weather state cloud definitions, especially as the uniqueness relates to the vertical distribution of the clouds in each WS. The recent availability of several years of cloud vertical structure (CVS) retrievals from CloudSat and CALIPSO now makes it possible to investigate the relationship of CVS and the WS. The study of Zhang et al. (2007) derived tropical cloud clusters applying the same clustering technique to CloudSat histograms of cloud vertical structure and found good correspondence and clear physical connections between those clusters and the ones derived from ISCCP PC-TAU histograms in Rossow et al. (2005b) . Also, the study of Haynes et al. (2011) identified unique cloud vertical structures in the CloudSat retrievals associated with the ISCCP WS over the Southern Ocean.
In this study, we apply the same clustering methodology that was used in the tropical studies of Jakob and Tselioudis (2003) and Rossow et al. (2005b) in order to derive WS for the global domain. The cloud property distribution within each weather state is examined and their geographical variability mapped. Various tests are performed to determine the optimum number of WS and to ensure the statistical robustness of the final set (Section 2a). Once the global weather states are derived, the combined CloudSat radar --CALIPSO lidar measurements are classified according to the arrangement of cloud layers in each profile (Section 2b). The frequency of each CVS category associated with each matched occurrence of the ISCCP WS is then compiled. Finally, the large-scale vertical motions from the ERA-Interim (Dee et al. 2011 ) and NRA2 reanalyses (Kanamitsu et al. 2002) , along with the radiative fluxes from the ISCCP-FD product (Zhang et al. 2004 ) are compiled to characterize the atmospheric dynamics and cloud-radiative effects of these WS. Our objective is to not only test the distinctiveness of the WS, but also to use both passive and active satellite instruments to extend the properties of these states to the associated CVS and large-scale circulation. In addition we perform a 5 preliminary examination of the variability of the WS over the recent 26 year period.
Methodology

a. Derivation of global Weather States
In our previous work Tselioudis 2003, Rossow et al. 2005b) , the K-means clustering algorithm (e.g., Anderberg, 1973) was applied to the cloud fraction vector formed from the histograms of Cloud Top Pressure--Optical Thickness (PC-TAU in 7 by 6 intervals, giving a vector dimension of 42) for each 3-hrly, 280-km ISCCP-D1 grid cell over the period July 1983 through June 2009 in four zones (Tropical, Extended Tropics, North and South Midlatitudes) to derive optimized WS (the results can be obtained at http://isccp.giss.nasa.gov/climanal5.html or http://crest.ccny.cuny.edu/rscg/products.html). Since TAU is only available during daytime in the ISCCP-D1 dataset, the derived weather states are also only available for daytime. In the cluster analysis, the ''best'' (optimum) cluster number, K, is determined objectively by a set of diagnostic checks as described below. This study extends the previous work by applying the analysis to the histograms for the whole global domain.
As K was already 9 for the northern hemisphere zone (30° to 65° N, cf. Oreopoulos and Rossow 2011), we start the clustering at K = 9 and run various tests as K is increased. The first test is to check that the clustering procedure "converges", as defined by the maximum value of the square of centroid difference sum between iterations becoming < 0.001. This quantity is a measure of the changes between iterations in the locations of the cluster centroids in the 42 dimension vector space. The second test is to check that this convergence is insensitive to choosing another random set of centroids to initiate the analysis (criterion 1 in Rossow et al. 2005b) , as judged by testing the similarity of the resulting patterns (correlations of the centroid 2-D patterns are required to > 0.8). Sensitivity to the 6 initial set usually indicates that K is too small (this sensitivity test was done three times for the final K).
As the cluster number increases, the centroid 2-dimensonal patterns at a particular K are crosscorrelated (WS i and WS j , where i ≠ j). If any pair of WS for a given K has a correlation > 0.8 (instead of 0.6 in Rossow et al. 2005a or 0.9 in William and Tselioudis 2007) , this indicates the splitting of a cluster from the K-1 results suggesting that K is too large (criterion 2 in Rossow et al., 2005b) . The third test is to measure the dispersion of all the vectors in each cluster (rms of each vector's distance from the centroid) and look for the K value for which this is a minimum. The last test, which is the complement of the test for cluster splitting, is to cross-correlate all of the centroid patterns for K and K+1, looking for an indication that a "new" pattern has appeared going from K to K+1. If some of the WS patterns for K exhibit correlations ≤ 0.5 with the WS patterns for K+1, this indicates that K is not large enough; if all of the WS patterns for K have correlations > 0.5 with the patterns for K+1, this indicates that K+1 is too large.
Based on all these tests, K = 11 was found to be the best representation of the 26 years of global PC-TAU histograms. The centroid pattern converged and was not sensitive to the random set of centroids used to initialize the analysis. The results for K = 11 had the minimum values for both the minimum and the maximum cluster dispersions compared to results for K = 9, 10 and 12. In the cross-correlation tests smaller K results could not match all the patterns for K = 11, indicating the appearance of new patterns; but the K = 11 patterns correlated well with all the patters for K =12. For the K =12 result, two of the WS patterns were highly correlated with each other (and with one of the patterns for K = 11) indicating a split cluster. All these results justify an optimum K = 11.
Most of these 11 Global WS (GWS) strongly resemble the WS found in the previous analyses in limited latitude zones. For instance the four GWS dominated by low clouds are nearly the same as four 7 WS found for the Extended Tropics as well as corresponding to three WS for midlatitudes. The GWS corresponding to convective anvil clouds in the Tropical and Extended Tropics that also resembled a WS found in the midlatitude zones has been re-distributed between two GWS, one that occurs most frequently at low latitudes and one that occurs most frequently on the poleward edge of the midlatitude zones. The two new GWS are a distinctly polar cloud property distribution and a WS that results from the split of WS dominated by cirrus, cumulus and clear sky. The final test of the distinctiveness of the GWS is their geographic distribution: as we discuss in more detail in the next section, GWS that appear to have similar PC-TAU distribution patterns actually occur in different parts of the globe and, as we also show in the next section, are actually different in detail.
We arrange the 11 GWS in an order that begins with the most frequent deepest convection (smallest PC and largest TAU), through WS with a large amount of high-level clouds with moderate TAU and lessdeep convection, to states dominated by shallow cumulus, cirrus and clear sky, to states increasingl dominated by low clouds with less cirrus and clear sky. We also include a WS 12 that accounts for mesoscale regions that are completely clear (see Figure 2 below for detail). In the evaluation of the uniqueness of these WS states, it is important to note that this ordering of the GWS was performed entirely by examining the PC-TAU patterns and the geographic distribution of the GWS (see Figure 3) : after seeing the CVS results we only switched the order of two states in the middle of the sequence but made no changes after seeing the vertical velocity composite results (see Section 3).
b. Derivation of CVS categories
In earlier work (Rossow et al., 2005a; Rossow and Zhang 2010) We also composite vertical velocities from two reanalyses, ERA-Interim (Dee et al. 2011 ) and NRA2 (Kanamitsu et al. 2002 ), matched at 6-hr intervals to the GWS; these values are averaged into the ISCCP equal-area map grid. In order to establish the radiative signatures of the GWS derived in this study, the ISCCP-FD dataset (Zhang et al. 2004 ) is matched to the WS and the Cloud Radiative Effect (CRE) on top-of-atmosphere fluxes was determined for each WS. Since the ISCCP-FD dataset is 3-hr and on the same map grid as the GWS, the match-up is straightforward.
Results
a. ISCCP-based Global Weather States
The PC-TAU histograms (centroid patterns) for the eleven GWS are presented in Figure 2 , where the Relative Frequency of Occurrence (RFO) of each WS is shown at the top of each histogram. As described in Section 2, the GWS histograms are arranged from the most convective, dominated by high and relatively thick clouds (WS 1-3), followed by those dominated by middle and relatively thick cloud (WS 4-5), then by those dominated by high and thin clouds (WS6 and in part WS7), and finally by those dominated by low clouds (WS7-11) arranged from thinner to thicker low cloud types. WS12 is clear sky, namely those instances when the 2.5-degree-equivalent equal-area map grid cell is completely cloud-free. Figure 3 presents global maps of the average RFO of the GWS in the same order as in Figure 2 . Finally, Table 1 shows the average Cloud Top Pressure (PC), Optical Thickness (TAU) and Cloud Fraction (CF) determined directly from each of the centroid histograms in Figure 2 (the averages over all histograms belonging to each GWS would be somewhat different).
Examining the GWS PC-TAU histograms ( WS3 is supported by the previous studies focused on tropical WS (e.g. Rossow et al. 2005 , Jakob et al. 2005 ).
In the middle-cloud WS categories, WS4 is dominated by mid-level and moderately optically thick clouds ( Figure 2 ) that occur primarily in the regions poleward of 60° in both hemispheres ( Figure 3 ). It is notable that this WS appears to be confined to polar ocean areas. Small amounts are also found on the poleward edges of the midlatitude storm tracks. The minor peak occurrence in Southeast Asia may reflect either a "confusion" between cloud and heavy pollution events or be indicative of pollution aerosol effects on cloud properties. The peak off the coast of Chile appears to be a form of marine stratus that has unusually higher cloud tops (this may be due to a low PC bias in the ISCCP product in this regime caused by biases in the atmospheric temperature profiles used to convert cloud top temperature to pressure, cf Stubenrauch et al. 1999) . The WS4 RFO = 4.7% and the average CF = 92%.
WS5 also includes optically thinner mid-level clouds than WS4 but mixed with more thin cirrus. These clouds are found primarily in the Southern Ocean near the edge of the Antarctic ice cap and in the Siberia and Alaska regions. In the NH, this WS appears to be the land-partner to WS4 over oceans located on the poleward edge of the Northern Hemisphere storm track. The WS5 RFO = 11.5% and the average CF = 83% (Table 1) . WS6 includes primarily high and very thin clouds classified by ISCCP as cirrus. This WS is found primarily in the Pacific warm pool, Indian Ocean, and equatorial Africa regions (the lower RFO over Amazonia is because of the strong seasonality of cirrus there) where the tropical convective WS1 and WS3 are also present. WS6 is also found over the major mountain ranges, 12 primarily the Rockies, Andes and the northern part of the Himalayas, where orographic cirrus are expected to occur more frequently. This particular cirrus pattern mixed with somewhat optical thicker high and mid-level clouds also occurs over the Australian and South African deserts (other desert cirrus are found in WS7 discussed next). The WS6 RFO = 7.6% and the average CF = 76% (Table 1) . This WS was also found in the tropical analysis of Rossow et al. (2005) with very similar cloud structure and geographical distribution.
Note that the radiation-based ISCCP retrievals of mid-level cloud top pressure result with some frequency from the combination of thin cirrus clouds overlying thicker low level clouds. The effect that this has on the WS classification is explored further in the next section, using the WS composites of the CloudSat/CALIPSO retrievals of CVS.
The most frequently observed GWS is WS7 (RFO = 32.5%), which shows a peak in the PC-TAU histogram for the highest and optically thinnest clouds (Figure 2 ) with a secondary peak for the lowest and slightly optically thicker clouds, classified by ISCCP as cirrus and cumulus, respectively. However, this WS also shows very infrequent occurrences of clouds at all levels and with larger TAU values, including some very thick low-level clouds. What makes this particular WS distinctive is the very low average CF = 30% ( Table 1 ), meaning that it includes on average about 70% of clear sky pixels in the 2.5° grid cell. This WS, due to its high clear-sky fraction and predominantly optically thin clouds, will be referred to as the fair-weather WS. It occurs primarily over the tropical and subtropical oceans away from the convective regions, the Sahara and other major deserts (including those with frequent occurrences of WS6), the ice-capped land masses of Greenland and Antarctica, and over the Arctic Ocean with WS4. WS7 is also frequent over all continental regions. WS7 has a similar geographic distribution at low latitudes as the tropical scattered cumulus WS of Rossow et al. (2005) but that 13 tropical WS had a more pronounced CF peak in the low and thin cloud category (cumulus) while the GWS has a larger CF peak for the highest and thinnest cloud category (cirrus). The location of the latter clouds is probably too high in the ISCCP results because their very low optical thickness does not allow a reliable retrieval of their top pressure (cf. Luo et al. 2002 ).
In the low-cloud GWS categories, WS8 is dominated by low-level, optically thin clouds (shallow cumulus in the ISCCP classification), along with occasional very thin middle and high clouds. This WS has the thinnest clouds of the four low-cloud WS and the lowest CF = 62% (Table 1 ). It occurs primarily over the subtropical oceans and the subtropical edges of the midlatitude storm tracks, but is also widespread over most ocean regions and continents with an RFO = 10.4%. The last three lowcloud GWS, namely WS9, WS10, and WS11, are all dominated by low-topped clouds that have progressively larger CF and that we associate with marine stratocumulus and stratus cloud decks. This interpretation is supported by their almost exclusive occurrence over oceans, particularly off the western coastlines in the subtropics, locations that are well known for the existence of extensive stratocumulus decks. All three of these WS also occur with lower frequencies in the midlatitude storm track regions, especially in the Southern Hemisphere. The different RFO patterns of these WS relate primarily to the location and season of their peak occurrence. Among this group, WS9 has the highest cloud top pressures and second largest TAU on average (Table 1) and occurs in the tropics and on the equatoward side of the subtropical marine low-level cloud zones with peak frequency in the June-JulyAugust (JJA) (and a secondary peak in SON). WS10 is the most frequent of these low-level cloud WS (RFO = 6.2%, compared with WS9 RFO = 4.4% and WS11 RFO = 2.6%, As detailed in the previous section, CloudSat/CALIPSO (C&C) cloud vertical profiles are classified into one of 11 CVS types (see Figure 1 , including clear sky) and matched in time and space to the GWS. As there can be multiple C&C profiles in a single 2.5° map grid cell, we include all profiles to produce a statistical distribution of CVS for each GWS. Figure 4 shows the RFO of each CVS type composited for each GWS: the horizontal axis is the fraction of the C&C profiles in each CVS type that co-occur with each GWS, where only the CVS types that occur in 5% of the match-ups are shown.
The sum of all the types that occur less that 5% of the time is shown by the gray bar at the right end of the graph. Clear sky fraction is indicated by the white bar. Note that these results come from the 3. 
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The interpretation of WS1 and WS2 as being dominated by deep convection is confirmed by the C&C profiles in Figure 4 , where 30-40% of the profiles co-occurring with these WS are classified as a cloud extending from the lower atmosphere continuously to the upper troposphere (HxMxL or CVS1). The tropical WS1 has about 10% more deep convective cloud (CVS1, see Figure 1 ) than WS2 and also has somewhat more clouds that extend from mid-levels into the upper troposphere (thick stratiform anvil, HxM or CVS2, see Figure 1 ). WS1 has somewhat less high-middle two-layer clouds (HM or CVS3) but more isolated high clouds (CVS4) than WS2. Both WS1 and WS2 have about 10% of high cloud overlying low clouds (HL or CVS5) which in the ISCCP retrieval can appear as middle clouds, but WS2 actually includes about 10% of actual middle clouds that extend from the lower into the midlevels (MxL or CVS7, Figure 1 ), which WS1 lacks. This excess thick middle cloud in WS2 is also apparent in the WS2 PC-TAU histogram (Figure 2 ). WS2 also includes a larger sum (~15%) of CVS types that each occurs less than 5% of the time than WS1. All of these differences in the C&C CVS type distribution reinforce the original PC-TAU-based distinction of these two WS, which appear to be somewhat similar in Figure 2 . The C&C profiles also confirm that WS3 contains much less deep convection (only 10% of CVS1), a similar amount of thick stratiform anvil cloud (nearly 20% of CVS2) and a lot more isolated high-level cloud (about 35% of H or CVS4) than either WS1 or WS2.
All these CVS types would fall into the cirrus and anvil categories that dominate the PC-TAU histograms of WS3 (Figure 2 ). The 10% of deep convection in WS3 is consistent with the interpretation that these are isolated convective plumes (cf. Rossow et al. 2005 ).
The polar WS4 appears in the C&C profiles as a more complicated mixture of many CVS types, including more of the low-to-mid-level CVS7 than any other weather state (~20%), some "deep convection" (about 7% CVS1, but note that the tropopause height is much lower in the polar regions so that this cloud type appears as very optically thick clouds with mid-level PC in Figure 2) , and a little more than 30% of isolated low-level cloudiness (L or CVS10). WS4 also contains more varieties of multi-layer CVS types than any other WS, including CVS3 (7% HM), CVS5 (15% HL) and CVS8 (7% ML). The key conclusion is that the C&C profiles confirm the preponderance of mid-level cloud tops for this polar WS.
WS5, which occurs in a zone between the midlatitude WS2 and the polar WS4, contains about 20% of HL cloud (CVS5) and 10% of MxL cloud (CVS7) that, together, explain the predominance of middle level cloud in the PC-TAU histogram (Figure 2 ). In addition it contains ~20% of isolated low-level (L or CVS10) and isolated cirrus (H or CVS4) cloud and less that 10% of cloud extending from low to high in the troposphere. The "cirrus" WS6, associated mostly with tropical convection, is dominated in the ISCCP classification by optically thin, high-level clouds with some middle and lower level clouds;
the C&C profiles confirm that WS6 is associated almost entirely with isolated high-level clouds (CF ~35% of H or CVS4) with about 10% of HL (CVS5), as well as about 30% clear sky, close to the climatological value in Table 1 (~24%) . This WS also has a large sum (~13%) of a variety of CVS types that each occur < 5% of the time.
The "fair-weather" WS7 is confirmed by C&C to be largely clear sky (54% as compared to about 70%
in Table 1 ) with the dominant CVS types being isolated high (CVS4) and isolated low (CVS10) clouds;
there is also about 7% of HL (CVS5) and about 15% of a variety of rare CVS types. This is the same mixture of isolated cirrus and cumulus exhibited by PC-TAU histogram (Figure 2 ). All of these features suggest a weak dynamic regime with small winds and only a "debris" collection of different cloud types.
The C&C-based CVS types associated with WS8 through WS11 are all dominated by isolated low-level clouds (L or CVS10) accompanied by some (about 10-15%) H (CVS4) or HL (CVS5) profiles. A notable feature is that the fraction of CVS10 cloudiness increases and the fraction of cirrus and clear sky decreases going from WS8 through to WS11. All of these features agree very well with the inferences based on the PC-TAU classification (Figure 2 and Table 1 ), where the order of the WS was selected before we saw the C&C results for CVS. All of the low-cloud WS include about 10% of a mixture of rare CVS types.
In summary, the matched C&C-based CVS types confirm that the ISCCP GWS are indeed distinct situations with different cloud vertical structure as they are in their horizontal structure and the distribution of their cloud properties. The composites of CVS also help clarify which of the radiatively derived middle-level clouds result from high-thin clouds overlying low clouds and which are actual middle-topped clouds. The combination of the PC-TAU WS categories and the matched CVS type distributions provide a clearer picture of the 3-dimensional cloud structure of the major atmospheric weather states.
Discussion
The cluster analysis applied to the ISCCP PC-TAU histograms produced a comprehensive classification of the global atmosphere into 12 global weather states (GWS) as expressed by distinctive mesoscale distributions of cloud properties. Matching those WS with cloud vertical profiles from CloudSat and CALIPSO that are classified into 11 cloud vertical structure types (CVS) showed that each of the ISCCP GWS is associated with distinctive distributions of the CVS types. A number of the subtle differences among the GWS were confirmed by these CVS distributions. For example, the global cluster analysis distinguished between tropical deep convection and similar high-topped, optically thick clouds that occur in midlatitude storms but indicated differences in cloud top height and in the 18 proportions of cirrus and middle-level clouds that extend to low levels. The global cluster analysis also identified a unique high latitude WS and a fair-weather WS, which the CVS profiles show to be a mixture of "debris" clouds with shallow cumulus and large clear sky fractions. Finally, the several WS dominated by low-level clouds were shown to have systematically different amounts of low-level clouds and clear sky by C&C.
Two regional studies have shown associations between the cloud-based WS and the dynamic and thermodynamic conditions (Jakob et al. 2005 , Haynes et al. 2011 . We expand on this analysis approach by compositing the WS-associated 500mb vertical velocities (W 500 ) from two reanalyses to represent the dynamic conditions producing each WS and CVS distribution. We match the GWS at 6-hr intervals with W 500 values from the ERA-Interim reanalysis. The WS in this study are derived from PC-TAU histograms in the ISCCP D1 dataset but are different from the cloud types defined there by the specific combinations of PC and TAU values (Rossow and Schiffer 1999) . Instead the WS can be thought of as representing distinctive mesoscale distributions or mixtures of these cloud types. The important difference is that the occurrence of WS does not depend on the absolute values of PC and TAU, only on the resemblance of the histogram patterns, whereas the amounts of each cloud type depend on specific PC and TAU ranges. The only pre-imposed condition on the statistics is the total number of clusters which is derived using objective criteria (see Section 2).
Hence the results for the RFO of the WS are insensitive to small calibration changes, making them a better tool for examining cloud trends and long-term variability. In a previous study , the anomaly time record of the tropical WS1 was used to explain the variability of lower stratospheric water vapor found in satellite observations and used to explain the 1990s fast warming rate (Solomon et al. 2010) . In this study, the anomaly time records of the GWS over 26 years ) are shown in Figure 6 . The deep convection WS1 shows a small decrease of about 0.3% in the first part of the period and a more significant increase of about 0.5% between 1995 and 2005. This behavior is similar to the one described in Tselioudis et al. (2011) , where only the tropical component The WS CRE distributions indicate that the sharp increase of WS7 in the 1990s and the flattening of that increase in the 2000s together with the opposite behavior of WS8-11 could have provided an additional radiative warming "forcing" for the global temperature fluctuations of that period (e.g. Salomon et al. 2010 . Note that tropical shortwave radiative warming in the 1990s has also been found in several studies that analyzed ERBE and CERES radiative flux retrievals (e.g. Wielicki et al. 2002 , Wong et al. 2006 . Finally, note that the clear sky WS12 shows a dip in the 1980s and increased values in the 1990s and the last decade; however, although this mimics the changes of total cloud amount shown in the ISCCP record, it represents only the completely clear sky scenes, whereas the variation of WS7 RFO and its associated clear sky accounts more fully for the changes in total cloud amount.
The cloud-based global weather states derived in this study constitute a comprehensive way to separate distinct atmospheric weather regimes and examine their properties and variability. To the extent that climate change can be viewd as a change in the relative frequency of atmospheric weather regimes, the GWS can be used to understand the feedbacks produced by changes in the cloud structure and properties with climate change and to quantify their effect on the earth's radiative balance. This study describes the properties and structure of the GWS, the distribution of the CVS, their composite association with atmospheric vertical motions and their radiative signatures, providing a preliminary examination of how the atmospheric circulation regimes connect to cloud properties and radiative heating. In future work, more complex definitions of dynamic and thermodynamic regime for the WS will be derived and the mechanisms producing shifts in the WS regime time and space variability will be investigated. To promote usage of the WS regimes in climate analysis studies, the WS dataset is available at http://isccp.giss.nasa.gov/climanal5.html and http://crest.ccny.cuny.edu/rscg/products.html). 
